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Dear reader,

Today, I cordially welcome you 
to the first issue of our newslet-
ter “Infa-Aktuell”. In the future, 
the newsletter is published three 
times a year. 

“Infa-Aktuell” informs you about 
interesting customer projects, 
new products of Infastaub, in-
novative approaches to de-dus-
ting in the different industries, 
events, etc. 

We also introduce our emplo-
yees to you. We want to give 
you an insight into the activities 
of your contact persons, with 
whom you deal often only by te-
lephone or in written form or you 
didn’t know anything about their 
function by now. 

I invite you to look behind the 
curtain and the latest and future 
activities of Infastaub.

Yours

Berthold Geppert

Powtech 2013
It is almost time: 

On Tuesday, April 23rd, 2013 the 
POWTECH 2013 starts in Nurem-
berg. 

Visit us on our stand 341 in hall 5!

We offer you competent consultation, interesting product novelties and a soccer table for a small rest during 
the fair stress! The highlight: You can win this soccer table for your company! 

Take part in our competition „Quick exchange of filter cartridges at the AJP 224P“. The fastest candidate wins 
the soccer table. 

If you need free tickets for the Powtech, send your ticket request by e-mail: marketing@infastaub.de 

Your visit is worth it in any case!

Coal and coke is safely de-dusted 
The Russian steel producer Nizhniy Tagil Iron and Steel Works (NTMK) 
produces steel since the early 18th century. Currently a facility is built for 
preparing and blowing the coal dust into the blast furnaces to raise the iron 
production. Infastaub received the order for seven de-dusting units of the 
series AJN from his Russian partner SovPlym. These filters remove the 
dust from the preparation process before the coal is conveyed to the blast 
furnaces. The pocket filters were mounted and commissioned last year 
step-by-step. 

They are dimensioned for volume flows from 6,000 to 24,000 m³/h and 
have an entire filter surface of 960 m². Because of the danger of a dust 
explosion the filters were built in pressure shock resistant design. Be-
cause of the installation in the central inside area of the building a relief 
of a potential explosion to the outside atmosphere via rupture discs is not 
possible. Therefore, a flameless pressure relief was realised with special 
relief valves. A dust monitor supervises the flawless function of the filter 
elements and releases alarm, if the allowed clean gas dust concentration 
is exceeded.
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What is actually doing ...?

Stephan Ziegler
Customer Service  
Manager

The 52-year-old master craftsman 
for machines and mill construction 
has dressed different positions at 
Infastaub during his 23 year activi-
ty in the company. In 1990 he star-
ted first as an assistant of the pro-
duction management at Infastaub.

Later he became a works mana-
ger of Infastaub‘s plant II and since 
2010 he puts his effort to intensify 
the customer service. At the same 
time Stephan Ziegler looks after 
the efficient and solution oriented 
handling of customer claims. His 
many years‘ experience from the 
production helps him for this job.

I: You have already worked many 
years for Infastaub. Does your job 
still fulfill you with joy?

Z: Oh yes. Because there is no mo-
notony within my duties. We have 
to manage new challenges daily, 
have to be quick and organised 
as well when carrying out service 
and maintenance at our filters or 
when looking after claims. It is im-
portant to me, that we impress our 
customers with our performance. 
You have to improvise sometimes, 
if help is needed quckly. It is nice 
that we receive a lot of positive 
feedback from our customers for 
our work. That motivates.

I: How do you gain new energy af-
ter a hectic work day? 

Z: I find my balance with my hob-
bies. My motor cycles and my flight 
simulator. Yearly I am on the road 
about 25.000 km with my machi-
nes. And I explore the world from 
the sky when flying with the simu-
lator. Basically the flight simulator 
complies with the reality: Take-offs, 
landings, flight routes, aerodyna-
mic, etc. Right now I am bound for 
British Columbia.

Stephan Löbig
Head of technical de-
partment

Again best grade for 
Infastaub at Hoppen-
stedt Top-Rating

Also in 2013 the rating agency 
Hoppenstedt GmbH has awarded 
the Infastaub GmbH its top rating 
certificate within the scope of the 
Hoppenstedt CreditChecks.

Therewith the Infastaub GmbH 
counts once more with a rating in-
dex of 1 to the best valued com-
panies in the Federal Republic 
of Germany. Only 4.9% of the 
checked companies receive this 
ranking. Already last year the In-
fastaub GmbH was ranked by 
Hoppenstedt with grade 1.

colleagues, who work on the imple-
mentation with great engagement. 

I: What is best at your job?

L: The changing duties. These 
bring along our different products 
and the different demands of our 
clients, which we fulfill with lots of 
ambition. At the moment the to-
pic „explosion protection“ is very 
present, because we engaged a 
designated expert of explosion 
protection and train, inform and 
sensibilize our clients about this 
ciritcal topic. 

I: How do you manage the balance 
between free time and job?

L: First of all with my family. I also 
go in for sports and try to play ten-
nis once or twice a week. I though 
find my best „work-life-balance“ 
singing in the choir.

Stephan Löbig works at Infastaub 
for 5 years now. In summer 2012 
he took over the management of 
the technical department with the 
divisions construction, documenta-
tion, production and service from 
Walter Hungershausen. Before the 
graduated processing engineer 
worked as head of construction.

Besides guiding the team, among 
his duties are new developments, 
the technical improvements of the 
filter systems, the coordination of 
the technical order processing and 
the quality management. At the 
moment a big challenge lies within 
the change of the CAD system to 
the program Solid Works, to make 
the data exchange with clients ea-
sier. 

I: Besides Solid Works you actually 
implement also an ERP-system. 
These are massive changes.

L: The timely realisation of these 
ambitious development projects is 
only possible, because we have  


